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SOME HESON1C ASPECTS OF THE NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTION 

R. VINH MAIT 

Université Fieire et Marie Curie, Paris 75230 Cedex 05 

ABSTRACT 

The dynamical calculations on the nucleon-nucleon interaction 
are presented and the latest results discussed. 

Let me begin by recalling that, independently of an- *tpt>ctfir 
interaction models, the two nucléon interaction enn be ci îdc-red as 
mediated by the exchange of particles or systems of partit .-s in the 
crossed (nucleon-antinucleon) channels. This is represented in figu
re 1, 

fig. 1. r 
nuclaons. 

In this figure, the blobs y£ each term <~an ''""Min any! liinji al
lowed by conservation laws. For example, in Che l pion prelum};*.- tor"' 
each blob could contain one nurleon., one niuU-nn + any nur.v.i r nf 
pions, a nucleonic resonancp, L U . . . 

Fixed energy dispersion relations can be used in vriii- llic fol
lowing representation for the scattering amplitude 

2 
M(s,t) = -S-y 

t-u A u 2 *•'- * H J* . 2 e ' - 1 o V 

Equivalently, in configuration space, the interaction can he 
written as a series of terms : 

-/Fr 

4u 9iT 

P3n(s,t') 5 _ _ J, * etc.. 

(2) 

I disregard spin and isospin complications throughout this talk 
for the sake of simplicity of presentation. 
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which correspond to the one pion exchange (OPE) contribution, the 

two pion exchange (TPE) contribution etc.*. The whole dynamics of 

the problem is contained in the spectral functions p._, P 3 1, etc.. 

and their actual expressions depend, of course, on the contents of 
the blobs in fig. 1, For example, if one keeps only the one nucléon 
state in each blob of the XPE contribution one gets the socalled 4th 
order in perturbation theory. 

Although at present no definite a priori statement can be made 
about the relative sizes of the various spectral functions* one can 
say, using phase space factor arguments, that the slope of the func

tions p!s, at various 

thresholds, decreases with 
the mass of the exchp-!ged 
systems. Consequently* if 
no unexpected strong en
hancement occurs in Che 
many particle exchanges, 
the spectral functions p!s 

may have the shapes repre
sented in figure 2. 
The series represented in 
figure ) is then a series 
of contributions that have 
shorter and shorter ranges. 
(It is not a perturbation 
expansion!). 

y y 9u2 16/ 

fig. 2. The spectral functions pïs. 

The long range forces are correctly described by the OPE and 
the next longest range forces are due to the two pion exchange (TPE), 
In the dynamical calculations that I am going to describe, the un
derlying belief is that most of the medium range forces should be 
correctly given by the TPE when the latter is properly depermined. 
Also the hope is that the long and medium range forces if accurate
ly known would provide strong enough constraints to leave little 
freedom for an eventual phenomenological determination of the short 
range part of the interaction. 

The main task is therefore to perform an accurate calculation 
of the TPE contribution i.e. the spectral function p 0_. 

t\ t \ * a 

Barring heavy technical algebraic details (1,2) and taking li
berties with mathematical rigor, a quick way of doing this is to 
proceed with the following steps_: 

i) In the t channel (HN -*• NN), perform a partial wave expansion 
of o_. 

"2ir 

L 
MH»2Mffl 

p,(cos e„> (3) 
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HK+2IBMH 

I. <f> . 
two pious as intermediate state. 

MN*2n-*KN 
ii) Express 1m F. (t') in terms of NN-+2II helicity amplitudes 

£ B through the unitarity condition 

NN-*2JI-»NN /. . 

*t * e J \ factoi "•) 
NN->2H 
E,(t") (*) 

2 2 
which can be assumed to hold far 4g $t <50p since inelasticity is 
very weak up to the KK threshold. 

NN+2I! 
iii) Use the analyticity properties of f to write the dis

persion relation _ 
2 nn-*iin , K»*2II 

V"' I / V"> 

2 t ^ - ? d t " + yf^' 
dt" (5) 

where 0 is defined by f. =[f. |e and where the 
' NN-J-2E! 

unitarity condition has been used again to identify 4 with the 

-, 2 

In the first integral ot eqn.(5>, the low angular momentum (S 

and P waves) <5. can be taken from theoretical models or from expe

rimental studies (ITOMIIIN, K , decay, e e ->nn, nucléon form factors 

etc... and the high angular momentum (D or higher waves) are known 

to be negligible. _ 

the Froissart-Gribov formula sin:-c t"<0, namely 

2 , 2 
6ffl-»-2n fm / 2w+t"-2ra -2u \ 

mwiu 
where M(u tt") is the physical l!N scattering amplitude since w£m and 
t"<0. 

Schematically, one can summarize i) to iii) by : 

| NN»2II|2 | N5»2I1 | 2 I m ta f l 2 

HIT S wave phase! I HIT P wave phase 
sh i f t <J=I=0) +j sh i f t (J=I=I) + 
11H phase sh i f t s ! [TIN phase sh i f t s 

IÏÏN phase 
s h i f t s 



Note, that in the One Boson Exchange models, the last sum is set 

| f * m | 2 « d | f * 2 1 " 1 to zero and f n and If. are approximated reflectively hy 

^«(t'-mjj) and g ^ U ' - m * ) , 

The same procedure could, in principle, he repented for p,_ and 

p.- with, however» formidable complications. In the case »f p__, the 

hi meson exchange can be easily taken into account, other specific 
processes can also Be included as we will see later. 

The set of equations (3) to (5) forms the. bulk of the rela
tionships which via anal y tir.it y properties, unitarity and crossing 
connect the TPE contribution with the pion-nucleon and pion-pion in
teractions. The pion-nucleon scattering is very accurately known by 
various phase shift analyses^ '. The S and P wave pion-pion interac-
i ion has also been extensively studied theso last few years**'. 

By using these analyses as inputs» one automatically includes 
all the nucleonic resonances (through AN phase shifts) as well as 
the realistic S and F wave pion-pion interaction, and besides these 
the smooth background of both pion-nucleor. and pion-pion scattered;; 
is also taken into account. 

The ability of rhe OPE, of the above calculated TPE and of the 
M exchange contributions (as part of the three pion exchange) ro 
describe the long and intermediate ranne forces can hi* checked by 
calculating the low energy (up to li30 HeV) peripheral (T 2) NN phase 
s h i f t s ^ and Sy comparing; them with the empirical ones* 6'. The 
agreement is satisfactory. 

For further progress two possibilities present themselves : 
i> for the nucleon-nucleon scattering itself, one can perform 

a phase shift analysis similar to those done by the l.ivermore 
î*,rnup'6't now with «.xtra constraints on ïowur angu'.ar monwntcm ph/*se 
shifts from the TPE and w exchange. This program needs a Ion» and 
exacting labour but is worth while in view of the coming experimen
tal results from LAMPF, TRIUMPI-, SIN etc... It is under Investiga
tion by the Paris group. It is also worth noting that the TPE con
tribution is imaginary and can provide inelasticity parameters. 

ii) for further applications tu nuclear many b/idy systems, it 
is useful to define an equivalent potential which, once suppl• min
ted by a short range core, can be used in various nuclear calcul."-
tions. Such a program has been carried out at Stony Brook "' and in 
Parish : t | 

The TPE of the Stony Brook potential contains the 4 order 

contribution, the p exchange and a f "" found hy educated guess. 

2 
The u) exchange is included with a coupling constant ft,) MII * 6.24. 
This potential is regularised for high mumentum transfer t (or small 
r) by a function obtained from certain multiple neutral vactor me.eon 
exchange processes treated in the eikonal approximation. The calcu
lated phase sliiCts are in good qualitative agreement with the espe-

http://tir.it
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ritncntal r e s u l t s . Same r é su l t a arc di.-pUvfrf '.'or i : lufltratmn in U 
S'ire 3 . The deuturon wave function i s r,\sa foirnufcpd and int!ifiat»i *i 
woflker short range repulsion fhan nost phoni'menological pot-.entj'ils. 
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The Paris group calculated the TPE potential from the comple
te AN -rmUtude aa known in terms of phase shifts determined by the 
Glasgow group ( 3 >. The helicity amplitudes f ™ * 2 n and f ^ N + 2 n

 u s e d here 
are consistent with observed MI S and P waves. The u coupling cona-

2 
tant is taken to be g /4JI • 9.52. This somewhat larger value is due 
to the fact that the nucleonic resonance contributions are attracti
ve and also that the f_ used here induces more attraction than 
in the Stony Brook model. This theoretical long and medium range po
tential is cut off at r ^ 0.8 fm and replaced for r < 0.8 fro by n 
simple phenomenological soft core which contains in each isospin sta
te six parameters (their values can be found in ref. ^8) adjusted to 
fit the NN phases for all J < 6 as well as the deuteron parameters. 

2 
In spite of the small number of adjustable parameters* the x /data 
obtained are 2.5 for proton-proton scattering and 3.7 for neutron-
proton scattering as good as are given by the well known purely phe
nomeno logical fits. The results of the fit are shown in figure 4 and 
in Table I. 

C —— ' 
ST-l^ v, 

10 'VX. 
' - \ 

i 100 N 300 MeV 

-10 W, >* 
^ X " ~ \ \ 

20 \ T 

^ \ 
30 ^ 

fig. 4. The Paris NN phase shifts as compared with those of 
„ „ (6),(9) 



fig. 4. The Paris UN phase shifts as compared with those of 
_ r (6),(9) 
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E D 

-2.2246 

(-2.2246 i .001) 

.290 

{.2875 ± .002) 

I D 

| .8392 

'(.8574 ± .000006) 

np 

5.4179 

np 

J. 753 

(5.413 ± .005) (1.748 

PP 

-7.817 

(-7.823 i 

PP 

2.74 7 

(2.794 i. .013) 

Table 1. The deuteron and effective range parameters. Experimental 
results are given in brackets. 

The potential is found to be significantly energy dependent in 
its central component which can be interpreted as some kind of nor. 
locality. However, this energy-dependence is only linear and can be 
easily converted into simple p or velocity dependence. 

Both groups (Stony Brook and Paris) found some difficulties in 
3 n fitting the phase at 142 MeV and 250 MeV. This can be attribu

ted to the fact that the tensor potential in the triplet even sub-
space is too attractive. Howe
ver, a long range part of the 
3 pion exchange as represen
ted in fig. 5 does provide a 
repulsion. The 3 pion contri
bution to the so called pion 
nucléon vertex correction 
(fig. 6a) has been calculated 
in the approximation shown by 

_ . , „ , , c L fig. 6b from the NN-+2II S and 
fig. 5. The longest range part of the , ] Q . 
311 exchange P waves 

fig. 6. The 311 contribution to the pion nucléon vertex correction 



The calculation of other 3 pion exchange contributions to NN 
scattering represented by diagrams of fig. 7 is in progress^"). 
The inputs here are the same as those used in the TFE calculations» 
namely, UN scattering» and MI S and P waves 

fig. 7. Same 3K exchange contributions to KN scattering 

Along similar lines» nP and Hu exchanges (fig. 8) are also 
being calculated^' w www 

*H^X + t W 2 \ 
fig. 8. Up and Ilu exchange contributions to M scattering considered 

P (12) in ref. 
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